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Passion takes flight
Passion, it lies in all of us, sleeping... waiting...
and though unbidden, it will stir...

W

ho isn’t familiar with
the emotion that is
a driving force like
no other? It is that
stirring in our soul,
the incredible urge for doing anything
that gets our blood racing: passion.
It is widely regarded that Indians
are a passionate lot when it comes
to Bollywood movies. Celebrating
the #NewFeelingOfLove in a joint
promotion with the movie Ki & Ka,
Vistara launched its official Instagram
handle
@air.vistara.
Exclusive
messages by the star cast of the movie
can be found on this space!
It is passion, the force majeure
that empowers you to be able to
do the thing you were created to
do. Vistara was created to invoke a
passion for travel in those who were
missing the joy of flying. Instilling
this passion in everything we do is
what keeps us going.
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Joss Whedon

We ended the first quarter of the
year 2016 driven by the passion
to innovate, to reinvent and to
succeed. The quarter was especially
rewarding, as more and more
customers experienced Vistara and
we maintained the industry’s best
on-time-performance. We have the
goodwill and the appreciation of our
customers to fuel us, with the lowest
complaints and highest compliments
for our airline.
Our zeal to innovate seeped into our
inflight services, with our refreshing
new menu. The new menu features
mouth-watering dishes reflecting
contemporary Indian dining at its
best – traditional yet modern, local
yet global, familiar yet different.
Another novelty is the exclusive
Vistara lounge at Terminal 3 of the
IGI Airport in Delhi, unveiled last
month. We are also excited to share
that we expanded our network
to three new destinations, and

increased the weekly frequencies on
a few of our key routes, in order to
cater to our customers better. Read
more about these new developments
on pages 24 and 25.
In this issue, explore another facet
of passion – the wanderlust that is
drawing so many people the world
over towards travelling solo. We bring
to you emerging hotspots gaining
popularity with the young Indian solo
traveller (pages 38 to 44).
From pages 72 to 74, read about the
wondrous urban development vision
of Smart Cities. For the overseas
destination enthusiasts, the quaint
city of Prague beckons, with its
architectural gems abound (pages 46
to 49).
Write to inflightmag@airvistara.com
to let us know how you liked
this magazine.
Happy reading!
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Products & Services
We push the boundaries of air travel, keeping you at the very centre of our endeavours. Our enterprising spirit, blended
with traditional Indian hospitality will ensure every journey you take with us is a truly enjoyable experience and a feeling
like no other. When you fly Vistara, you fly the new feeling. Welcome aboard.
Business
Customers in Business Class can
revel in our ultra-luxurious seats,
which boast of a wide seat back
and comfortable recline. Ergonomic
seat features such as extendable leg
rest, footrest and adjustable winged
headrest are also available to adjust
your seating comfort. In addition,
you can find some personal storage
space located at the side of your seat,
with enough room for small items like
your glasses, a gadget or a book. The
interplay between the royal purple
and calm grey hues of our cabin
evokes a sense of tranquility, so that
you reach your destination feeling
rejuvenated.

Premium Economy

Cabin Baggage
Business,
Premium Economy
and Economy Class
customers are
entitled to one item of
cabin baggage. This
excludes handbags
and laptops. Each
bag should weigh
no more than 7 kg
with the combined
length, width and
height of each bag not
exceeding
115 cm (45 inches).
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Be a class ahead when you fly with us
in our exclusive Premium Economy
section. With up to 20 per cent more
legroom for each seat, enjoy the
increased sense of well-being that
comes with having that much more
personal space. Thoughtful touches
such as the specially designed and
tested seat bottom cushions for
improved comfort, winged headrests
and long armrests allow for further
relaxation on your journeys with us.

Economy
Our Economy Class cabin is anything
but ordinary. Upholstered in
genuine leather, the seats set a new
benchmark in style and comfort. Your
comfort is our priority, that is why we
have taken special care to style the
seats to further maximise knee and
legroom.

Meals & Dining
Aboard our flights, be taken on an
exciting gastronomic adventure
when you partake of the innovative
culinary selections which our
experts have specially developed
for your enjoyment. Business Class
customers are treated to a fine
dining experience amongst the
clouds with the use of fine linen and
bone china tableware. Our Premium
Economy and Economy sections
can look forward to wholesome and
satisfying meals along with a range
of beverages, all served by our
engaging cabin crew. Customers
with specific dietary requirements
can select from a wide range of
special meals, which are available
for booking up to 24 hours prior to
flight departure.

Portable Electronic
Devices
While the use of PEDs such as
mobile phones, tablets and laptops
is permitted on our aircraft, these
must always be switched off and
stowed away during taxi, take-off
and landing. When in use during
boarding or inflight, regulations
require that PEDs are to be placed
in flight safe or airplane mode with
all transmitting functions (GSM,
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, etc.) disabled.
For safety reasons, customers may
be asked to stop the use of PEDs at
any point of the flight journey. We
seek your cooperation to comply
with the instructions by our crew.
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5% off on
transaction of
`10,000 and
above (Max
discount: `1,000)
only at anywww.
Croma.com(not
applicable at any
offline store).
Use Promo Code
“VISTCROM” at
www.Croma.
com to avail the
discount.

20% discount on Best Available
Rate by Using Promo code
“ZUSP20VIST” for booking Lemon
Tree Premier, Lemon Tree Hotels
and Red Fox Hotels.
Booking to be done at www.
lemontreehotels.com
Offer also Includes: 20% discount
on F&B (Republic of Noodles, as per
restaurant availability), Free Wi-Fi
24x7, Buffet breakfast.

PACKAGE FOR 1*
Beer & Burger combo for INR 599 only
PACKAGE FOR 2*
2 Margaritas or 2 Imported Beer+ 1
Starter + 2 Main Course + 1 Dessert for
`1,999 only
Offer applicable only in Delhi NCR
restaurants
*All Inclusive - T&C Apply

Get exclusive benefits even
after your flight
1. Friday Seafood
Nights - dinner buffet
at Spectra. One-forone offer.
2. Weekend Bhoj at
Diya. On Saturdays,
one-for-one offer on
any package.

10% discount on Best
Available Rate by
using Promo Code
“ ZMUPVIST10” on
booking Ginger Hotel .
Bookings to be done at
www.gingerhotels.com,
Ginger Call centre or
directly at the Hotel.

Flat 10% off across all
categories on a minimum
purchase of `5,000.

Presenting Boarding Pass Exclusives! Now, flash
your boarding pass within seven days of your travel
at our partner brand outlets and enjoy exciting offers

Flat 15% off on food
bill (excluding taxes).

3. Lungo Pranzo
Dominica at Zanotta.
On Saturdays,onefor-one offer.
4. Spa massage/
treatments. Onefor-one offer on any
treatment/ massage
packages.

20% discount on Body
Massages
Avail an Exclusive 40%
discount on 60/90 Min
spa therapy

Exclusive 36% off on any
spa service.
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20% flat discount on
Suites and Villas.
Flat 20% on purchases
made at Foodstreet at
Delhi Terminal 3.

Flat 10% off on entire
drinks, books and
souvenirs category.

`500 off Carzonrent premium
chauffeur drive service outstation
booking. (code CVO500).

Flat 10% off valid at
Delhi and Mumbai
airport stores only.

Flat 20% on purchases
made at Vaango, Delhi
Terminal 3.

Flat 10% off across all
categories on a minimum
purchase of `5,000

20% off on beverages
at the bar on all days
before 7 pm.

`600 of on Myles
self-drive.
(code MVO500).
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The wind beneath
our wings

T

Vistara paid tribute to #WomenWhoMakeUsFly on the
occasion of International Women’s Day

his year on the occasion of
International Women’s Day,
Vistara thanked all the women in
the world for making the world
a better place. Vistara further
honoured the immense contributions of
its incredible women employees who have
helped the brand scale new heights in
terms of reliability and service excellence
in a short period of time.
To mark this day, Vistara launched a social
media campaign #WomenWhoMakeUsFly
to highlight the plethora of roles that
Vistara women employees play in making
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the airline successful. As a part of the
campaign, Vistara’s display picture on
its Facebook page showcased many of
the female employees at the airline. This
campaign was aimed at putting a face to
the brand and engage with its social media
fans highlighting their multiple roles in the
airline. This campaign was also a tribute
to unbounded potential of women that
embodies the spirit of our name Vistara –
limitless potential, or, a limitless expanse.
On this occasion, Phee Teik Yeoh, CEO,
Vistara, said, “I wish all our women
customers and employees a very happy

Women’s Day. On this special occasion, we
would like to recognise their contributions
and celebrate the extraordinary role they
play in the success of Vistara. We are
proud that women make up the majority of
the workforce at Vistara. They are the wind
beneath our wings.”
To commemorate this day, Vistara also
operated four flights with an all-women
crew on its Delhi-Lucknow-DelhiMumbai-Delhi route. Complimentary
upgrades to Business Class were offered
to select women customers through a
random draw of lots.
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Club Vistara
Club Vistara, our unique value-based Frequent Flyer Programme, lets you enjoy a number of benefits carefully crafted to elevate
your travel experience with us. It is a unique membership club that lets you earn points based on the value of your ticket. Besides
earning CV Points on Vistara flights, you can also earn CV Points with Vistara’s airline and non-airline partners.

How to Join
Becoming a Club Vistara member is simple and quick. Register with Club Vistara by
• Visiting our website
www.airvistara.com

Once enrolled, CV membership ID will be sent to your registered

• Downloading our Mobile App

Club Vistara member, you will have access to your personalised

• Filling our inflight enrollment
form by asking our crew for it
and also earn CV points for the
current flight

account through our website and our mobile app, to easily keep

email ID and your account will be automatically activated. As a

track of all your transactions with us.
To receive auto-credit of your CV Points, please remember to
quote your Club Vistara ID at the time of booking and check in.

Earn CV Points with Vistara
Earn CV Points for all your flights with Vistara simply by mentioning your Club Vistara ID at the time
of booking your Vistara flight or while checking in at the airport. Please refer to the below table to
know the CV Points accrual for Vistara flights.
Tier

CV Points per 100 INR spent*

CV Base

5

CV Silver

6

CV Gold

7

Claim CV points for past
flights: Now, claim CV Points for
past flights with Vistara up to
180 days by logging on to your
CV account and submitting your
flight details in the online retro
claim form.

Tiers & Tier Privileges
As a Club Vistara member, you are entitled to a number of benefits and privileges which have been crafted to enhance
your travel experience with us. As you progress through our three tiers – Base, Silver and Gold – you can enjoy added
privileges which will elevate your Check-In and boarding experience, to make you feel exclusive right from the beginning
of your journey. Refer to the below table to know all about Club Vistara tier privileges.

Benefits
Earn
Points
on All
Flights*

Exclusive
Offers and
Promotions

Access and
Management
of Your
Account
Information
Online

Dedicated
Club Vistara
Helpline

Points
Earned
Per
100 INR

✓

✓

✓

7

✓

✓

✓

6

✓

✓

✓

5

gold

✓

Tier
Bonus
Points

Increased
Baggage
Allowance

Priority
Airport
Check-in

Priority
Waitlist
Clearance

Priority
Boarding
&
Priority
Baggage
Handling

+2

+10 kg

Business
Class
Counter

✓

✓

+1

+5 kg

Premium
Economy
Counter

✓

Priority
Airport
Standby

✓

Lounge
Access

Access to
Partner
Lounges

Guaranteed
Reservations
For Economy
Class

✓

✓

Up to 48
Hours Prior*

silver

✓
base

✓

*Please refer to Club Vistara Terms & Conditions to learn more.
www.airvistara.com/club-vistara

Redeeming CV Points
Redeeming CV Points is as easy as earning them. You can book Award Flights and redeem Upgrade
Awards using your CV Points

1. Award Flights with Vistara

2. Upgrade Awards

Redeeming Vistara Award Flights online is
quick and easy. All you have to do is, log in
with your Club Vistara membership ID at
www.airvistara.com, follow a few simple steps and
redeem the award flight instantly.

Redeem your CV Points to upgrade your booked
flight to higher cabin using your CV Points. Redeem
your Upgrade Award by following the steps below.

•

Click on ‘Redeem Now’ button under ‘Club Vistara’
tab on the home page.

•

Refer to the Upgrade Award chart to know the number of
CV Points required for upgrading your seat.

•

Submit the required information on the ‘Redeem
Award Flight’ page and proceed to redeem your
award flight.

•

Call our CSC at 1860 108 9999 or our Airport Ticketing
Office (ATO) to redeem your CV Points for an upgrade.

Award and Upgrade Award chart
Award Flights
Origin

Destination

Delhi
Delhi

Upgrade Award

Economy

Premium Economy

Business

Economy
Premium Economy

Premium Economy
Business

Ahmedabad

4000

5000

15000

1000

5000

Bagdogra

5000

6000

20000

1500

9000

Delhi

Bengaluru

6000

7000

25000

1500

9000

Delhi

Bhubaneswar

6000

7000

25000

1500

9000

Delhi

Goa

6000

7000

25000

1500

9000

Delhi

Guwahati

6000

7000

25000

1500

9000

Delhi

Hyderabad

5000

6000

20000

1250

7000

Delhi

Lucknow

4000

5000

15000

1000

5000

Delhi

Mumbai

5000

6000

20000

1250

7000

Delhi

Pune

5000

6000

20000

1250

7000

Delhi

Varanasi

4000

5000

15000

1000

5000

Guwahati

Bagdogra

4000

5000

15000

1000

5000

Mumbai

Bengaluru

5000

6000

20000

1250

7000

Mumbai

Goa

4000

5000

15000

1000

5000

*All the values mentioned above are in CV Points
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Earn & Redeem CV Points with
Singapore Airlines and Silk Air
You can earn and redeem CV Points for flights on our two
partners, Singapore Airlines and Silk Air

Earning CV Points with partners
CV Points earned will be based on distance flown. Please refer to the below table
to know the CV Point Accrual

Operating Carrier

Premium Economy/Economy Class

Business Class

Suites/First Class

S, T, P - 100%
Y, B, E - 100%
M, H, W, L - 70%

Z, C, J, U, D - 125%

R, F, A - 150%

S, T, P - 100%
Y, B, E - 100%
M, H, W, L - 70%

Z, C, J, U, D - 125%

Not Applicable

*”Distance flown” means the calculated distance between origin and destination, as determined by Vistara
in its sole discretion, regardless of the actual distance travelled.

Connect with us through our Customer Service Centre (CSC) at 1860 108 9999 to redeem
your CV Points for flights with Singapore Airlines & Silk Air.

Redeeming CV Points with partners
You can also redeem your CV Points with Vistara’s partners Singapore Airlines and
Silk Air. You can do so just by calling our CSC at 1860 108 9999 and mentioning all your
details required for booking an award flight with our partners.
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Vistara joins hands
with Ki & Ka
Vistara teams up with Kareena Kapoor Khan and Arjun Kapoor
starring in romantic-comedy Ki & Ka which explores gender
disparities in a novel way

V

istara has tied up with
the most awaited movie of
the year, Ki & Ka, starring
Kareena Kapoor Khan and
Arjun Kapoor. It has been
directed by critically acclaimed director
R Balki, and releases on April 1, 2016.
This association of the airline with the
movie is coherent as the narrative is
about challenging the traditional gender
roles outlined in Indian society and
reigning in a ‘new language of love’, the
way Vistara is redefining the air travel
experience in Indian skies and bringing
the ‘new feeling’ to its customers.

As a part of the association with
Ki & Ka, snippets of Vistara’s quintessential
on-ground and on-board experience have
been integrated in the movie. To kick-start
the promotions, Vistara launched a joint
ad film featuring Kareena Kapoor Khan
and Arjun Kapoor where they shared their
experience of flying Vistara’s Business
Class and invited the masses to book
their next flight with the airline before
March 26 to win a chance to meet the
stars. Vistara celebrated this partnership
with the hashtag #NewFeelingofLove
and the launch of its official Instagram
handle, @air.vistara. Multiple social
contests around the association have
been organised on social media channels
where the winner will get a chance to
meet the star cast and win autographed
merchandise.
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I was filled with
mixed emotions
of excitement
and nervousness
to be a part of
Ki & Ka and I
wanted to give
my best because
Vistara believed
in me. It was a
great pleasure to
be a part of the
movie, meeting
the wonderful cast
and crew and I
am very excited to
watch it
Chubanaro Imsong,
Vistara Crew featured
in the movie

Axe Brand
universal oil

The best companion and
ideal gift when you travel

vistara
experience

Taking the leap
Vistara is taking it up by notches with an array of high-end
services, expanding its fleet size and foraying into the big
screen with the Bollywood movie, Ki & Ka

W

e have wrapped up the
first quarter of 2016
with a whirlwind of
events. Vistara is no
longer the juvenile
airline it was last year, but has matured
into an established player in the
industry. However, we are still mint
fresh in our outlook and offerings.
The last few weeks were peppered
with a wave of splendid newness.
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Vistara began trials of the revolutionary
In-Flight Entertainment (IFE) system in
our aircraft. The system integrates in-flight
wireless streaming of pre-loaded content
to customers’ personal electronic devices.
Our new summer schedule brings more
good news for our customers. We have
expanded our network to three new
destinations – Srinagar, Jammu and
Kochi. In addition, we have increased
the weekly frequencies on some of our

key routes such as Delhi–Bengaluru,
with a convenient day-return option in
both directions and introduced several
new ‘via’ and connecting flight options.
This makes for a 25 per cent increase in
our weekly flights to cater to our growing
market presence and phenomenal
customer uptake. With the refinement
of our route strategy, Vistara is also
factoring in the unprecedented growth
in travel on many emerging routes.
We are in the process of reconfiguring

our fleet of aircraft to meet
the increasing demand for
economy class seats. The new
configuration in our aircraft
will have eight business class,
24 premium economy class
and 126 economy class seats,
taking our total count of seats
from 148 to 158.
When it is a matter of comfort
and
convenience,
Vistara
presents you with nothing
but the best. Last month, we
unveiled an exclusive domestic
airline lounge in India. The
state-of-the-art Vistara lounge
at Terminal 3 of the IGI Airport,
Delhi, boasts of individual
space for every passenger, a
recliner zone and reading room,
a business centre for meetings
and other official work, a buffet
counter with the choicest of
dishes, and a bar stocked with
premium liquor.
Taking
customer-centricity
a notch higher, we also
introduced our revamped
menu last month. The new
menu features mouth-watering
dishes reflecting contemporary
Indian dining at its best
– traditional yet modern,
local yet global, familiar yet
different. Talking about global
meeting local, last month
Vistara was featured in the
popular TV show, Business
Traveler on CNN International.

Richard Quest, CNN’s foremost
international
business
correspondent and anchor,
admired the airline and its
offering, and also interviewed
Vistara’s CEO, Phee Teik Yeoh.
From the small screen to
the big, Vistara is making
ripples everywhere. We are
the travel partner of the most
awaited movie of the year, Ki
& Ka, starring Kareena Kapoor
Khan and Arjun Kapoor. The
movie is directed by critically
acclaimed director R Balki
and releases on April 1, 2016.
The match is perfect, as
Vistara’s promise of bringing
a ‘new feeling’ of renewed
passion for flying to travellers
complements
the
‘new
language of love’ that Ki & Ka
brings to cine-goers. As a part
of the association, snippets of
Vistara’s exemplary on-ground
and on-board experience have
been integrated in the movie.
To kick-start the promotions,
Vistara also launched a joint
ad film featuring Kareena
Kapoor Khan and Arjun
Kapoor where the two stars
share their experience of
flying
Vistara’s
Business
Class. Vistara marked this
partnership with the launch of
its official Instagram handle,
@air.vistara to celebrate the
#NewFeelingofLove. Join in the
celebration!

appellateauthority@airvistara.com

VISTARA
EXPERIENCE

Flight Schedule
Origin

Weekly Frequency

Flight No.

Departure

Arrival

Days of Operations

UK 959

0640

0810

Daily

UK 969

1745

1915

Daily

UK 950

0845

1015

Daily

UK 968

1950

2125

Daily

UK 889

0555

0835

123456

UK 813

1720

2005

Daily

UK 868

0630

0910

123456

UK 836

2050

2340

Daily

Delhi to Ahmedabad

14

Ahmedabad to Delhi

14

Delhi to Bengaluru

13

Bengaluru to Delhi

13

Mumbai to Bengaluru

7

UK 850

2155

2335

Daily

Bengaluru to Mumbai

7

UK 875

0925

1115

Daily

Delhi to Goa

9

UK 859

0900

1140

67

UK 847

1110

1350

Daily

Goa to Delhi

9

UK 856

1215

1500

67

UK 862

1425

1705

Daily

Delhi to Guwahati

7

UK 868

0955

1210

Daily

Guwahati to Bagdogra

7

UK 868

1245

1345

Daily

Bagdogra to Delhi

21

UK 813

1420

1640

Daily

Delhi to Hyderabad

13

UK 829

0715

0920

123456

UK 879

1710

1920

Daily

Hyderabad to Delhi

13

UK830

1000

1210

123456

UK 870

1955

2205

Daily

Delhi to Lucknow

7

UK 970

1140

1245

Daily

Lucknow to Delhi

7

UK 933

1320

1430

Daily

UK975

0600

0805

123456

UK943

0735

0940

12345

UK995

1020

1225

Daily

UK 983

1140

1340

12345

UK 933

1510

1720

Daily

UK 993

1730

1945

Daily

UK 977

1910

2110

Daily

UK 981

2120

2325

Daily

Delhi to Mumbai
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51

Origin

Mumbai to Delhi

Weekly Frequency

51

Flight No.

Departure

Arrival

Days of Operations

UK 930

0730

0935

123456

UK 970

0850

1100

Daily

UK 994

1025

1240

12345

UK 944

1420

1630

12345

UK 902

1535

1745

Daily

UK 996

1830

2035

Daily

UK 940

1925

2140

Daily

UK 988

2040

2245

Daily

Delhi to Pune

7

UK991

1710

1920

Daily

Pune to Delhi

7

UK992

1955

2205

Daily

Delhi to Bhubaneswar

12

UK 709

0610

0815

12345

UK 902

1825

2035

Daily

Bhubaneswar to Delhi

12

UK 983

0855

1100

12345

UK 760

2110

2320

Daily

Delhi to Varanasi

7

UK 994

1320

1445

12345

UK 713

1320

1445

67

Varanasi to Delhi

7

UK 993

1520

1645

Daily

Mumbai to Goa

7

UK 820

1145

1250

Daily

Goa to Mumbai

7

UK 902

1325

1445

Daily

UK 799

0645

0815

Daily

UK 717

0845

1010

67

UK 797

1445

1615

Daily

UK 713

1045

1210

67

UK 790

1225

1400

Daily

UK 977

1655

1830

Daily

2

Delhi to Srinagar

16

2
1
2

Srinagar to Delhi

16

2
1

Srinagar to Jammu

7

UK 799

0850

0945

Daily

Jammu to Srinagar

7

UK 790

1050

1145

Daily

Mumbai to Kochi

7

UK 995

1310

1520

Daily

Kochi to Mumbai

7

UK 996

1550

1745

Daily

2
2
3
3

April 7 onwards

1

April 9 onwards

2

3

April 14 onwards

Schedule is subject to change without prior notice
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trending
DIARY

Watch Out For
india

abroad

Mewar Festival
When: April 9-11
Where: Udaipur,
Rajasthan

The Mewar festival
commemorates the advent of
spring season. It is celebrated
with zest and fervour throughout
the state of Rajasthan. Bright
lights, decorations, folk dances,
performances and music mark
the celebrations in the royal
city of Udaipur. Women dressed
in colourful attire decorate the
idols of Lord Shiva and Goddess
Parvati and take them out in
a procession which concludes
at Gangaur Ghat on the banks
of Lake Pichola. The idols are
then transferred into boats
amid singing and festivity,
and immersed in the lake.
The festival concludes with a
magnificent display of fireworks.

Beach Polo Cup Dubai 2016
When: April 1-2
Where: Skydive Dubai,
Al Sufouh, Dubai
Visit:
www.beachpolocup.com

AfrikaBurn
When: April 25-May 1
Where: Tankwa, South Africa
Visit:
www.afrikaburn.com

Baisakhi
When: April 13
Where: All over Punjab

The harvest festival of Baisakhi
is celebrated in the state of
Punjab on April 13. The day
holds special relevance for the
Sikh community as Guru Gobind
Singh, the 10th and last Sikh
guru, formed Khalsa (the pure
one) on Baisakhi in 1699. Khalsa
was formed to eliminate the
difference between lower and
higher castes and declare all
human beings as equal.
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12th annual Pen World
Voices Festival
When: April 25-May 1
Where: Across New York City,
USA
Visit:
http://worldvoices.pen.org/

trending
What’s new

New on the Block

high octane entertainment
Offering a 270 degree view of the Arabian
Sea, Massive Restaurants has announced
the launch of its highly anticipated
#HighOctaneLab – MasalaBar, at Carter
Road in Mumbai. MasalaBar showcases
mixological evolution through its handcrafted
signature beverages and a scientific laboratory
operation, featuring post-modern techniques

to create a bar experience unlike before.
Adding to this immersive experience are
the magnifying lenses installed as part of
the windows, spread across an expansive
2,100 sq ft (approx.) space which not just
brings the majestic sea closer but also
elevates the overall experience which is only
accentuated by the fully candlelit interior

Strong and Versatile
Now, transform your outdoor living space
with India’s strongest ceramic tiles.
Introduced by Simpolo, these 20 mm
thick tiles are full-body, monolith creation
that use LB’s Divario Powder Press
Technology. The collection, known as
Flakes Series, is non-porous; scratch, slip
and stain-resistant, fire and fade-proof as
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well as maintenance-free. What’s more,
these are easy to clean and are resistant
to freezing. The collection also combines
aesthetics, functionality and hygiene of
outdoor surfaces. These tiles can easily
withstand the wear and tear of high
traffic usage but can be chamfered to use
them for making staircases too.

space. The idea behind the concept is to
create a distinctive, idiosyncratic, quirky
and eccentric environment showcasing the
entire brand concept which also percolates
down to its every aspect, from logo to brand
design, warm interiors to the experience, view
to its modernist laboratory styled signature
beverage and tapas styled contemporary food.

trending
celluloid

Movies this month

RUN BHOLA RUN
The film is about two convicts who
escape from jail and are on the run
from a few dirty-handed police officers.
release date
April 8

director
Neeraj Vohra

cast
Govinda, Tusshar Kapoor, Ameesha
Patel and Celina Jaitley

KI & KA
Ki & Ka, a romantic comedy,
highlights the problems faced by
a young, married couple whose
relationship challenges the gender
roles traditionally placed upon women
and men in Indian society. The film
also features megastar Amitabh
Bachchan and wife Jaya Bachchan in
a special appearance.
release date
April 1

director
R Balki

Cast
Kareena Kapoor Khan, Arjun Kapoor,
Amitabh Bachchan and Jaya Bachchan
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Hollywood movies
to look out for
EVERYBODY WANTS SOME
Release date: April 1
Director: Richard Linklater

CRIMINAL
Release date: April 8
Director: Ariel Vromen

ELVIS & NIXON
Release date: April 15
Director: Liza Johnson

MOTHER’S DAY
Release date: April 29
Director: Garry Marshall

FAN
The story of Fan revolves around Gaurav
(Shah Rukh Khan) who is a diehard fan
of movie star Aryan Khanna (Shah Rukh
Khan). Gaurav embarks on a journey to
Mumbai and then his love for the star
turns into a dangerous obsession.
release date
April 15

director
Maneesh Sharma

cast
Shah Rukh Khan, Waluscha De Sousa,
Shriya Pilgaonkar

Trending
technology

Future of TV
OLED is the next big thing in the TV world and LG Electronics takes the lead
in this for its spectacular innovations

L

G Electronics has always
been the frontrunner when
it comes to innovation in
display technologies. And
the introduction of OLED to
the world is one such futuristic step
that is making waves and is becoming
increasingly popular worldwide.

K W Kim

MD, LG Electronics India

Breaking the multiple layers of LED
TV, LG OLED is a single layer display
technology that uses self-lighting pixels
to create life-like immersive TV viewing.
After the debut of world’s first 4K OLED
TVs IN 2014, LG Electronics (LG) debuted
with seven different new 4k OLED TVs
– flexible, curved and flat – line up at
International CES in 2015.
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OLED stands for “Organic Light Emitting
Diode”. And with an incredible selflighting quality of OLED pixel, it is surely
going to revive the future of display
technology with 4K resolution.
Since every single pixel produces their own
individual light and colour independently
of its neighbour pixels, perfect black and
perfect colour is achieved with limitless
contrast ratio right before your eyes. The
images are rendered with the richest
details and exhibit a surreal picture quality
that was never thought imaginable before!
With this, I would like to take this
opportunity to thank each one of you
for supporting and trusting LG and its
futuristic innovations for a better life.

trending
reading corner

Good books
on the shelf

TRIBUTE TO The MUSIC MAESTRO
Mohammed Rafi: God’s Own Voice
Author: Raju Korti and Dhirendra Jain Publisher: Niyogi Books Price: `795

T

he book takes us
through the life and
times
of
legendary
singer Mohammed Rafi
whose rise to stardom
was phenomenal. Rafi, whose
career spanned over four decades,
came from a very humble and
conservative background. Sheer
talent and hard work made
him a golden voice of the silver
screen. Mohammed Rafi: God’s
Own Voice is a carefully crafted
and painstakingly researched
biography that encapsulates the
life history and career of the man
35 years after his death. The
authors held numerous interviews
and meetings with the people who
saw and worked with Rafi from
close quarters.

his prowess as a singer. The book
starts from Rafi’s initial years;
he was born in Punjab but moved
to then Bombay in 1945 on the
insistence of noted music composer
Ghulam Haider. It talks about
Rafi being a brand ambassador
of songs that were preceded by a
couplet and how he did complete
justice to qawwalis and nazms.
The book also delves onto Rafi’s
equation with his composers and
an interview with the late singer’s
daughter, Nasreen. A trivia in the
end of the book reveals Rafi sang
in 18 languages and acted in two
movies. The authors have also
made an effort to list the number of
directors and lyricists Rafi worked
with, actors he became a voice for,
and the colleagues he sang with.

The book tries to put together
an account of the professional
journey of the legend whose name
was etched in record books for

Rafi, who died of a heart attack at
age 55, achieved more fame after his
death and his popularity only seems
to swell with the passage of time.

Excerpt : “Manna Dey said: With Rafi, I could never take any chances because you never
knew when he would come from behind and overtake you.”
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The Great Houses of Calcutta
Author: Joanne Taylor
and Jon Lang
Publisher: Niyogi Books
Price: `1,500

Don’t Diet! 50 Habits
of Thin People
Author: Kavita Devgan
Publisher: Jaico Books
Price: `350

Forbidden Desires
Author: Madhuri Banerjee
Publisher: Rupa
Price: `295

It’s Okay to Fail, My Son
Author: Vasant Kallola
Publisher: BCCL
Price: `164

The book offers a fresh view of
India’s first capital and provides
a fascinating insight into the lives
of the great families of Calcutta.
The houses mentioned in the
book were built by the indigenous
elites during the colonial era,
but are now a sad reminder of
the ways of life, aspirations and
aesthetic values of the wealthy
Indians who flourished during
the 18th and 19th centuries. A
result of the authors’ thorough
research, the book with vivid
illustrations and informative text
describes the houses of the city’s
golden era and the present.

The book gives a lowdown on all
things healthy and long-lasting
as it says weight loss can be
achieved by changing the way you
eat and one should move away
from diets to eating right to reach
the ideal weight. Written by Kavita
Devgan – a writer, nutritionist and
weight management consultant
– the book has been divided into
four parts. The writer says it is
the “mood foods” that help lose
weight and not the ones everyone
else says you must eat. Eating
in moderation and focussing on
nutrition and exercising can help
one maintain a healthy weight.

Naina, Ayesha, Kavita and Kaajal
are four women who know
nothing about each other and
live cocooned in their individual
worlds. Until one day, they are
forced to reckon with shocking
truths they never imagined! Their
desires haunt them, provoke
them and make them fight to
choose new paths in their lives.
Will these women survive their
stories of passion, betrayal and
pain? Bestselling author and film
writer Madhuri Banerjee brings
to you a new romantic thriller
that interweaves varied stories of
women and their passions.

It’s Okay to Fail, My Son! is about
the father-son relationship. The
book is about the stress faced
by young teenagers because
of the competition and high
expectations of parents, teachers
and the system around them. The
story is thought-provoking, as for
the first time in history, a loving
father, Rahul, tells his son that
it is okay to fail. Rahul’s words
to his son startle the people
around him; he is also accused
of being irresponsible! But he
has a different end in mind: he is
preparing his son for greater and
permanent success.
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Travel solo,

carve paths anew!
Travelling alone is no more a niche way to travel.
It is gaining momentum as it gives you the freedom
to enjoy a destination on your terms, a chance to
bond with the locals and live the life of
your dreams
Words: Rhucha Kulkarni

W

hen
the
traveller
goes alone, he gets
acquainted
with
himself,
someone
proclaimed. And rightly
so. Revel in your newfound freedom.
Meet the outgoing, social you. Introspect
and figure out things for yourself. In
a nutshell, be the master of your own
voyages. Be solely, wholly you!
Solo travel, a fast emerging trend, is here
to stay. Travel alone and do what you
want. Spend time on things you care for
rather than going with the herd. Get out
of your comfort zone and explore – be it
people, places or new activities. If you
fancy yourself striking a conversation with
a stranger or doing a city trail is on your
schedule or you wish to be the creator of
your travel destiny, then hop onto the solo
bandwagon. Being alone gives you the
luxury of quality time and space to take
that ever-essential pause and reflect on
your life, something we seldom do while
we float through our busy lives.

Undertaking a solo journey can be
intimidating, but worry not. You shall
emerge wiser and stronger as you
handle the challenges on your own,
enjoy the destination on your terms.
Venture out solo once and you shall
develop an insatiable urge to do it again.
After all, it is the panacea you need to
fly independent and with confidence.
Embarking on a maiden voyage is
bound to give you butterflies in your
stomach, but do not give up. Pick
your destination wisely to keep safety
concerns at bay. Keep your friends and
family updated and most importantly,
trust your instincts. Be open but not
transparent. Stay confident, bond with
the locals and voila, you are set for
your next trip.
From Kochi in Kerala to Kamshet in
Maharashtra and Varanasi in Uttar
Pradesh to Kasol in Himachal Pradesh,
we enlist a few offbeat destinations
perfect for solo travel in the country.
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Munnar
A popular hill station in the Western Ghats at a height
of 1,600 m, Munnar greets you with its dramatic
valleys, alluring sunsets and luscious peaks. Enjoy a
romantic walk along the tea gardens, learn about the
popular beverage at Kannan Devan Tea Museum, or
capture memories against the backdrop of tea gardens
at Photo Point. You can choose to embrace the cool
winds at Top Station and Mattupetty Dam, and listen to
the music of water at Attakul Falls.

Kerala

Getting there
Munnar is a four-hour
drive from Kochi Airport.
Hire a cab and enjoy the
beauteous journey

Kochi
Fondly called the Queen of the Arabian
Sea, Kochi boasts of an illustrious history
and its diverse culture speaks of influences
of Portuguese, Dutch, British and Chinese
rulers. To the west side of the city is Fort
Kochi, a region that exudes an eclectic charm,
serene by-lanes and quaint homestays that
transports the traveller to the bygone era. To
experience a heady mix of history, head to the
Jewish synagogue, Santacruz Basilica and the
Church of Saint Francis. Immerse yourself
in art and culture as you witness the martial
art form Kalaripayattu or take a look at the
murals at Kashi Art Gallery.

Getting there
Vistara flies
to Kochi from
Mumbai. Kochi
Airport is
around 36 km
from Fort Kochi

Best time to visit
November to February

Interesting fact
A majority of
tea plantations
are owned and
operated by the
Tata Group in
association with
Kannan Devan
Hills Plantation
Company.

Best time to visit
August to April

getaway from kochi

Mattancherry
Mattancherry is home to the
Mattancherry or Dutch Palace renowned
for its intricate Hindu murals depicting
mythological legends. The palace was
gifted to a Hindu ruler by the Portuguese
and then usurped by the Dutch. Visitors
can plan a half-day trip to Mattancherry
including a visit to the Dutch cemetery.
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Interesting fact
An endearing
sight peculiar
to Kochi are
the Chinese
fishing nets,
the fixed land
installations
for an unusual
method of
fishing. Legend
has it that the
Chinese fishing
nets were
introduced by
Chinese explorer
Zheng He.

getaway from MUNNAR

Eravikulam National Park
Located in Idukki district, Eravikulam
or Rajamalai National Park is home to
endangered mountain goat,
the Nilgiri Tahr. Anamudi,
the highest peak in the
Western Ghats, is located
inside the park. Hop onto a
bus for an adventurous ride to
the top and meet this rare animal
in its natural habitat up, close and
personal.

Kamshet

Best time to visit
July to February

Interesting fact
Kondeshwar
Temple
witnesses one
of the biggest
celebrations on
Mahashivaratri
with more than
a thousand
people
gathering for
the festival
dedicated to
Lord Shiva

getaway from kamshet

Karla Caves
Karla Caves, around 15 km away, is a complex of ancient
Buddhist rock-cut shrines developed between 2nd century
BC and 5th century AD. The manmade structures carved
into mountain-sides depict amazing architecture. The main
cave or chaitya-griha is spectacular with an arching roof
that has withstood the test of times. As you step inside,
stories of religion, belief and art unfold before your eyes
through the complex carvings embedded in the caves.

Maharashtra

Getting there
Vistara flies
to Mumbai
from various
destinations.
Kamshet is
100 km from
Mumbai

The hub of paragliding in
western India, Kamshet is a
hill station situated on the
Mumbai-Pune route at an
altitude of 2,200 ft. Head
to this quiet town to break
free from the daily grind and
unwind in the lap of nature.
Rural-style huts, replete with
thatched roofs, promise to
make your stay memorable.
Kamshet offers something
for everyone. An adrenalin
junkie can try paragliding
or trek into the Sahyadris
via Kondeshwar Temple or
enjoy an energising swim
in Vadivali or Pavna Lake.
Ones looking for a relaxed
vacation can book a leisure
stay at one of the homestay
cottages, dig into delicious
local cuisine and curl up
with their favourite book.

Murud-Janjira
A picturesque fishing village along
the Konkan coast, Murud is home
to one of the strongest sea forts,
Janjira Fort. The fort faced the
wrath of British and Portuguese
rulers and Maratha warrior Shivaji
but stood tall to its repute. Soak in
sun and sand as you take a walk
along Murud Beach, only to get

mesmerised as the sky bursts into
a kaleidoscope of colours when the
sun mellows. Accessible by boats,
the entrance to Janjira Fort is
adorned with a sculpture depicting
a tiger and four elephants. The
grandeur of the yesteryear is visible
through bastions, canons and
palaces.

Getting there
A three-hour drive from
Mumbai, covering 160 km, takes
you to this architectural marvel.

Best time to visit
November to
March

Interesting fact
The name Janjira is derived from Arabic word jazira meaning
an island.

getaway from
murud-janjira

Ahmedganj/
Nawab Palace
This historic
specimen from the
19th century is a
perfect destination
for history buffs
for its ornate
carvings in Mughal
and Gothic styles.
Breathtaking view
of the Arabian Sea
and Janjira Fort
make it worth
a visit.
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Getting there
Vistara flies to
Varanasi from
New Delhi.
Lal Bahadur
Shastri Airport
is 23 km from the
heart of the city

Best time to visit
October to
March

VARANASI
The spiritual capital of the country, Varanasi
is home to over 20,000 temples and one
of the holiest and culturally rich cities in
India. Take a boat ride on the Ganges or
a walk on the ghats to explore the unique
city, also known as Benaras or Kashi. Kashi
Vishwanath Temple is the most famous in the

getaway from Varanasi

Sarnath

Located 12 km from
Varanasi, Sarnath
is believed to be the
place where Buddha
first delivered his
sermon after attaining
enlightenment.
Formerly a deer park,
Emperor Ashoka
reinforced people’s
belief in Buddhism by
erecting stupas and
monasteries here.
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city. Dedicated to Lord Shiva, it was built
in 1776 by Ahalya Bai of Indore and has
been referred as a central part of worship
in Shaiva philosophy. Other must-see places
are Benares Hindu University, Bharat Kala
Bhawan, Ramnagar Fort & Museum, Gyan
Kupor Wall and the famous ghats.

Interesting fact
Renowned
author Mark
Twain once
said: “Varanasi
is older than
history, older
than tradition,
older even than
legend, and
looks twice
as old as all
of them put
together”

McLeodganj

Getting there
Fly to Delhi and take
an overnight bus to
Dharamsala. McLeodganj
is 10 km from here

Best time to visit
March to June
and September to
December

Interesting fact
McLeodganj hosts
Dharamshala
International Film
Festival every
year to showcase
contemporary
practices in the
world of art and
cinema.

Kasol
Trek along the hippie trail to switch your
life from the mundane to a world far
from reality. Kasol, fondly called “Mini
Israel” is situated in the Parvati Valley.
A backpacker’s paradise, this hamlet
was frequented by foreigners, primarily
Israelis, way before Indians discovered
it. A unique Israeli touch, right from the
delicacies to the Hebrew signboards, says
it all. Cross over the river footbridge and
interact with the locals in neighbouring
Chalal or visit surreal Tosh and Malana
villages to get a sneak peek into the life
here. Appease your palate by digging into
schnitzels at the Evergreen Cafe, and
yummy pancakes at the German Bakery.

Getting there
Fly to Delhi
and take an
overnight bus
to Kullu. Then
board another
bus for Bhuntar.
As Himachal
Pradesh does
not have
intricate rail
connectivity,
travel by road is
recommended

getaway from kasol

Best time to visit
April to June
and September
to midNovember

getaway from McLeodganj

Triund trek
Pack your bags for a walk in the clouds as you
breathe in the fresh air of Kangra and your eyes
feast on the marvels of nature. An ideal day trek
that offers majestic view of the valley and close
encounters with the Dhauladhar ranges, lose
yourself amid nature with a two-day camp that
you can book in advance at the forest rest house.
Camping overnight in a tent, under the stars, on the
mountaintop is a prime attraction of Triund.

Manikaran
A famous gurudwara tucked between the
misty mountains, Manikaran boasts of
natural hot water springs, providing your
feet a perfect elixir after a 6 km walk to
this religious town. Believed to wash away
sins and illnesses, it embodies spirituality
in the midst of the Himalayas.

Himachal Pradesh

A potpourri of cultures and charming chaos
with its eclectic mix of cosmopolitan crowd and
Buddhist solace - that is McLeodganj for a solo
traveller. Located in Kangra district of Himachal
Pradesh at 2,080 m, it is also called “Little
Lhasa”. Sumptuous cuisines and tranquility make
for the perfect stopover for a solo traveller. Walk
through the gates of St John’s Church and enjoy its
anglicised stone arches or trek to the Bhagsu Nag
temple and waterfall for a brush with nature.

Interesting fact
Hebrew signs
dotting the
lanes and the
distinct hippie
culture which
is known for
transcendental
nightlife
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Jharkhand

odyssey
cover story

Getting there
Fly to Ranchi
from where
Betla National
Park is a four
hour drive

Best time to visit
October to May

Betla National Park
Escape the urban jungles for the virgin forests
in Betla National Park, an untouched wildlife
destination in Latehar district of Jharkhand. It
was initially a part of Palamau Tiger Reserve
under Project Tiger but an additional area of
226 sq km was added to it, taking the total
area to 1,026 sq km.

Visiting the National Park gives you a glimpse
of India’s majestic flora and fauna including
tigers, leopards, elephants, bisons, spotted
deer (chital), sambar deer, wild boars and
sloth bears. You can learn about animal antics
from experienced naturalists during thrilling
safaris in the wild.

Interesting fact
Betla National
Park derives
its name as an
acronym of five
species - Bison,
Elephant, Tiger,
Leopard and
Axis Deer

getaway from Betla
national park

Lodh Falls
Located 100 km from
Betla, the gushing
stream of Lodh or
Burhaghat Falls
is 469 ft high. The
thundering sounds of
water crashing down
lend it a surreal, yet
enrapturing charm.
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The city of a

hundred spires
Walk down the lanes of the European city of Prague to discover
its splendid history and iconic cathedrals

P

Words : Shalini Mitra

rague, the capital of Czech
Republic, is one of Europe’s
most popular and mostvisited cities. Situated in
central Bohemia on River
Vltava, Prague was left untouched by
World War II, making it one of Europe’s
best-preserved cities. During my
recent trip to the City of a Hundred
Spires, I chose to explore Prague
on foot even though the city has

a popular and extensive tram system
and a fleet of vintage cars that take you
wherever you want to go. The reason
why the city is known as the City of a
Hundred Spires is based on a count by
renowned 19th century mathematician
Bernard Bolzano on the beautiful
cathedrals and their pointy spires
that existed back then. Today, the
count is estimated to be a few
hundred.

The famous
Charles Bridge
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FAST
FACTS

Prague has a population
of around 1.2 million while
its metropolitan area
houses approximately two
million residents.
Prague is Europe’s fifth
most-visited city. It is the
14th largest city in the
European Union.
Built over 18 acres,
Prague Castle is the
biggest medieval castle
complex in the world,
according to the Guinness
Book of World Records.
Prague is famous for
its classical music and
puppet theatre.
Museum of Medieval
Torture Instruments is
a unique site, but the
least-visited attraction in
Prague.

Iconic Charles Bridge
I started my walking tour from the
600-year-old iconic Charles Bridge
built on River Vltava. Commissioned
by King Charles IV in 1357, the Gothicstyle bridge played a significant part in
Prague’s history due to its location. In
1648, the invading Swedes were stopped
on this bridge during the Battle of Prague.
The Prussians were also defeated here in
1744. As I stood there on the 520 m long
bridge, resting on 16 arches, I soaked
up the spectacular view it offered of the
city’s red rooftops. While walking on the
cobblestoned pedestrian-only bridge, I
noticed that out of the 30 Baroque-style
statues on both sides of the bridge, most
tourists stopped by the ornate statue of
St John of Nepomuk, touching or kissing
its plaque. It is a popular belief that the

ones who touch it are blessed with good
luck. Hoping for my lady luck to shine too,
I followed suit, albeit half-heartedly.

A

Aerial shot
of old town
architecture

On moving further ahead, I came across
a number of musicians and hawkers
selling souvenirs and hot dogs on either
sides of the Charles Bridge, which tops
every visitor’s list of must-see places. As
the sun sets, the Charles Bridge gives a
breathtaking view of the Bohemian city as
that is when Prague takes on a different
hue against the evening sky.
Picturesque Kampa
Kampa Island begins where Charles
Bridge ends. Some say that it is the
most romantic part of Prague. Kampa
has also been home to many Czech
personalities like novelist-actor Jan

Commissioned by King Charles IV in 1357, the
Gothic-style bridge played a significant part in
Prague’s history due to its location
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Werich, composer Bohuslav Martinû,
artist Jirí Trnka and poet Vladimír
Holan. It is here that I came across a
small canal, Certovka meaning devil’s
stream, which is a waterway dug to
power the water mills. The original huge
millwheel from the 13th century could
be seen here as also the bridge rail
covered with hundreds of “lovelocks”.
A short distance away is John Lennon’s
Wall, covered head-to-toe with graffiti
and thronged by artists and tourists
from across the world. After the death of
Lennon in 1980, the plain wall was filled
with Lennon-inspired graffiti and lyrics
from the band’s albums. The Lennon
Wall is also said to have inspired the
non-violent Velvet Revolution which led

to the fall of communism in the former
Czechoslovakia in 1989.
Vibrant Old Town Square
After making my way through a couple of
narrow alleys, I arrived at the Old Town
Square, one of the two main squares
in Prague. The place has been one of
the favourite market places since the
10th century and is regularly visited by
tourists for its souvenir shops and art
galleries. A witness to major historical
events, Old Town Square is also the
starting point for the horse-drawn
carriage rides. The age-old buildings
and churches like Rococo Kinsky
Palace, Gothic Tyn Church and Church
of St Nicholas also showcase different

The Lennon Wall is said to have inspired the
non-violent Velvet Revolution which led to
the fall of communism

B
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An artist
on Charles
Bridge

C

architectural styles of the east Europe.
I sat in one of the cafes dotting the
pavement at the Square to soak up
the local culture and atmosphere but
soon succumbed to the temptation of
having a stunning 360-degree view
of the Square from the Old Town Hall
Tower. As I descended the 70 m high
tower, I saw Prague’s another
best-known monument, the unique
astronomical clock. The medieval clock,
with its intricate design, is the oldest
working example of its type. Every
hour, a small trap door opens and the
Christ marches out ahead of his 12
Apostles while the skeleton of death
tolls the bell to a defiant Turk statue. As
dusk fell, I left the crowded yet vibrant
place enjoying ubiquitous bramborové
spiral (spiral potato chips) and trdelnik
(traditional pastries).

Visit to Prague Castle
My next morning was reserved for
Prague Castle, a 9th century monument.
As I entered the huge castle complex, a
UNESCO World Heritage site, I was left
spellbound with its sheer expanse and
splendour. I was informed by a local
that the kings of Bohemia, holy Roman
emperors and presidents of erstwhile
Czechoslovakia and later, the Czech
Republic have had their offices here.
Admiring the large stained glass windows
of St Vitus Cathedral, the small chapels,
the royal crypt downstairs and the
ornate St Wenceslas Chapel, I arrived at
the Golden Lane where impossibly tiny
dwellings housed the castle’s servants
and marksmen in the 16th century. Today,
every tourist stops by at number 22
where writer Franz Kafka spent the last
years of his life.

D

C

Horse carriages at
Old Town Square

D

St Vitus Cathedral
in Prague
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Land of

looms and lores
Be it the magnificent traditional dance form of Theyyam or the martial
art form of Kalaripayattu, Kannur continues to contribute to the rich
and colourful culture of India’s southern state of Kerala
Words: Rathina Sankari

K

annur, in the northern
part of Kerala, has a
charm of its own. Toddytappers climbing palm
trees, fishermen casting
their nets and the quaint untouched
coastline serve as a refreshing change
from the daily humdrum. The district
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was ruled by the Kolathiri Rajas
before it was captured by the Dutch
in the 17th century. Later, it came
under the British rule and was known
as Cannanore. Spices were exported
from Kannur, a major bustling port, to
faraway lands of Romans, Greeks and
the Arabs back then. Over centuries,

the city has had a rich history with
tribal, Hindu and Islamic influences.
DANCE OF GODS
Kannur has been popular for its dance
art form, Theyyam, which involves
dancing to the beats of chenda (a
cylindrical percussion instrument) and

If you happen
to be in Kannur,
watching
a Theyyam
performance is
a must for it is
when the gods
and goddesses
supposedly
descend on earth
and dance with
the performers

A

thottam songs. The artists wear dramatic
makeup which is done with natural
products like rice and turmeric and dance
in kavus (local shrines). Though getting
ready for an act is a tedious process,
every Theyyam performance differs
from another. In fact, there are over 400
different types of Theyyam dances and
each holds its uniqueness.

theyyam
Headgears
For Theyyam, huge
headgears are
made of coconut
frond measuring,
at least, 12 m, and
facial masks, breast
plates, garlands
are distinctly and
meticulously crafted
according to the
character being
portrayed.

Theyyam is generally performed by
male artistes after undergoing rigorous
training and fasting for a long period. The
Theyyam season begins in November and
ends in April. The main ritual is performed
in the wee hours with the belief that
gods and goddesses bless the devotees
through these artistes. However, some
forms of Theyyam involve dangerous
feats like walking through a bed of
burning coal and dancing with burning
torches made of bamboo tied to the
waists of the performers. If you happen
to be in Kannur, watching a Theyyam
performance is a must for it is when the

gods and goddesses supposedly descend
on earth and dance with the artistes.
WARP AND WEFT
Kannur has also been one of the major
centres of handloom industry in the
country. In fact, some of the best weavers
in India come from the district. It was in
the 17th century that the Maharaja of
Travancore brought a few silk weaving
families to Nagercoil to weave robes for the
royal family which, perhaps, marked the
beginning of the state’s handloom industry.
Some of these families were moved to
Cannanore, present-day Kannur, from
Nagercoil by the Chirrakal royal family.
Most of these weavers used pit looms for
weaving fine fabrics for the royalty.
The fabrics woven, today, at Kannur have
unique colour combination, wide width,
excellent structure, texture of cloth and
craftsmanship. Eco-friendly materials
and production process at every stage
of dyeing, winding, warping, denting and

A

A weaver
working on
a loom
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FACTFILE
Kalaripayattu is derived
from the words,
kalari which means
“place, threshing
floor, or battlefield”
and payattu which
means “to exercise in
arms or practice”. It is
categorised into two
styles – northern and
southern.
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joining, beaming and weaving ensure high
quality products. At present, more than
80 per cent weavers export the products
– bedsheets, suiting material, towels and
floor mats – they weave.
CROUCHING DRAGON
The state of Kerala gave birth to the
martial art form, Kalaripayattu. According
to Hindu mythology, its origins trace
back to sage Agastya and Parasuram, an
incarnation of Lord Vishnu. The art form
flourished during the rule of Chera, Chola

and Pandya dynasties. Kalaripayattu
draws inspiration from fighting techniques
of animals and the use of weapons like
sticks, swords, daggers and knives. Legend
has it that Buddhist monk Bodhidharma, a
Kalaripayattu master from southern India,
travelled to China and taught this martial
art form to the Chinese. Traditionally, this
martial art is performed in a kalari or a
battlefield. At present, kalaripayattu is
practised across the region and performed
at religious gatherings. The sport also
helps in coordination of the body and mind.

B

Men
performing
Kalaripayattu
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sips
Desi summer

Spicy, sweet and tangy Indian drinks are a perfect preface to a meal
as they tease the palate and get the gastronomic juices flowing
Words: Mini Ribeiro

A

stimulating drink always
creates an appetite. In
India, there is no better way
than using local spices –
which help in digestion and
ensure overall good health – to create
a mouth-watering drink. Ingredients
like tamarind, yogurt, lemon and raw
mango, which have pungent volatile
compounds, are often combined with
spices to create the perfect concoction.
According to Chef Bali Hardik of Hyatt
Ahmedabad, the drinks made from
unprocessed and natural ingredients
can be easily absorbed by the body, thus
providing nutrients and vitamins to help
rejuvenate.
Refreshing Yogurt
Yogurt is loaded with probiotics which,
in turn, encourage the growth of

healthy gut flora. Buttermilk – called
chhachh in Marwari, masala chaas in
Gujarati, mor in Tamil, majjiga in Telugu
and taak in Marathi – is a refreshing
drink made with yogurt, rock salt, spice
mix powder (chaat masala), asafoetida
(hing), chopped ginger and sometimes,
curry leaves. It is widely popular and
consumed across India with minor
variations.
Tart and Spicy
If yogurt makes for a palate-pleasing
drink, tamarind lends itself in a versatile
manner to several coolers. A sweetand-sour tropical pod full of vitamin
C, tamarind is mostly added to drinks
in pulp form which is then diluted with
chilled water. Rock salt and jaggery are
added to tickle the palate. Similarly,
tangy lemon is a must when it comes to

Neer Nariyal
Shikanji
Green Coconut
Lemon Juice
Ginger Juice
Sugar 		
Black Salt
Mint 		
Coconut Milk

4
2
25 g
50 g
2g
10 g
40 ml

PROCEDURE
Mix all the ingredients
together and serve it
chilled.

Recipe by

Ashish Bhasin

A

A

Masala Chhachh
is a popular drink
consumed across
India

B

Mor is a Gujarati
variation of the
famous buttermilk

B

Executive Chef,
Trident Bandra Kurla,
Mumbai

A sweet-and-sour
tropical pod full
of vitamin C,
tamarind is mostly
added to drinks in
pulp form which is
then diluted with
chilled water
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Did You Know?
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D
Muffarah

This is a drink from
Lucknow, which is made
with saffron, kewra,
sandalwood and cypriol,
a herb commonly known
as nagarmotha, and is the
perfect accompaniment
for the rich Awadhi cuisine
as it eases digestion

Bael sherbet
Also known as Bellada Hannu in
Kannada and Maredu in Telugu

Jigarthanda

This famous drink from Madurai
is made with milk, edible sea
algae and nannari syrup
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Aam panna prevents excessive loss of sodium
chloride and iron during summer due to
excessive sweating. It also helps in fighting
against gastrointestinal disorders
refreshing drinks. Lemonade or nimbu
paani is a trusted companion to stay
calm and cool during summer. Lemon,
along with salt or sugar, gives a boost
to the tastebuds and stimulates the
digestive system. You can replace sugar
with honey for a healthier alternative.
Regional Favourites
Come summer and everyone longs
for the raw mango cooler called aam
panna or aam porar shorbot, the
common term used for the drink in
the eastern state of West Bengal. This
sweet and tangy drink made from green
mangoes is lightly spiced with rock salt
and roasted cumins. Known for its
heat-resistant properties, aam panna
helps work up an appetite and digests
a heavy meal. “Aam panna prevents
excessive loss of sodium chloride and

iron during summer due to excessive
sweating. It also helps in fighting
against gastrointestinal disorders,”
quips Executive Chef Ashish Bhasin of
Trident Bandra Kurla, Mumbai. Another
option to try is the juice made from
bael or wood apple, an excellent cooler
that is also consumed for medicinal
purposes.
Meanwhile, people in eastern India,
especially Bihar, are used to devouring
a glass of sattu, made with ground
pulses and cereals. The Konkan
region has its own kokum to spice up
the drinks. Kokum sherbet or sol kadi
are the two typical appetisers. While
Kokum sherbet is on the sweeter side,
sol kadi is made with soaked kokum
water, coconut milk, ginger, green
chillies and rock salt. Tangy and

C

Tamarind drink
works best as a
tangy cooler

D

Aam Panna is a
refreshing drink
for summer
months

E
pungent, it pairs well with hot Malvani
or Goan food to counter the spices.
In southern India, panagam or panakam
is prepared as naivedyam (food
offered to a deity before eating) on the
occasion of Ram Navmi (the birthday
of Lord Rama) but is relished on other
occasions too. The sweet drink is made
by mixing water with jaggery, lemon
juice, cardamom, nutmeg and dry ginger
powder. It aids digestion and helps in
cooling the system.

Tip
Sattu, a drink made
from roasted gram,
popular in Bihar and
Uttar Pradesh, is ideal
for diabetics as it is
beneficial due to its
soluble fibre, protein
and low glycaemic
index. The understated
flavours of sattu can be
enhanced when paired
with ginger and mint

Sandalwood
sherbet
is
another
popular thirst-quencher made from
sandalwood powder. A twist can be
added by introducing a hint of saffron
and lemon juice. Neera, made out of
the sap extracted from toddy palms, is
another heady drink which has health
benefits too. One can also opt for kaanji,
a fermented drink of black carrots,
which is a regular feature with every
meal in north India during winter
months. Mustard seeds are added
generously to this sour and salty
probiotic drink.

F
Apart from base ingredients, spices,
herbs and condiments enhance the
flavour of a beverage. Juliennes of
ginger, mustard seeds, curry leaves,
roasted cumin and carom seeds are
some most sought-after choices as they
aid digestion.
Drink With A Twist
While traditional desi drinks are much
appreciated, the younger generation
often prefers a contemporary twist to
them. That is where the chefs put their
creativity to test. “At Trident, Bandra
Kurla in Mumbai, we make shikanji with
coconut water and blue curacao. The
addition of blue curacao not only gives
it freshness, it lends the drink a cool
and soothing blue colour. Also, just like
aam panna, we make pineapple panna.
Lassi is made with the help of various
seasonal fruits to offer variety to our
guests,” adds Chef Bhasin.
To sum it up, Chef Hardik says, “Today,
appetising drinks have to be flavourful,
convenient, healthy and as far as possible,
low in calories.”

E

Kokum cooler is
widely consumed
in the Konkan
region

F

The fermented
drink kaanji is
famous in North
India
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The power
of art

Move beyond the canvas and tap into the healing power of wall art to create
a powerhouse effect in your home
Words: Rizwana A Mundewadi

W

all art enriches as
also ushers in beauty
and aesthetics to your
life. It is not limited to
a mere canvas. Art,
today, has made space in every home
along with contemporary furniture
designs and decor. The Scream by
Edvard Munch, Girl with the Pearl
Earring by Vermeer, The Starry
Night by Van Gogh and Mona Lisa
by Leonardo da Vinci have all been
famous for the immense power of art.
When placed properly, art engages
the mind and transports the viewer
into the world presented by the artist
and then to a world influenced by our
thoughts, experiences, cultural values
and beliefs. Art has the power to bring
happiness and stability.
Art has the power to bring out
emotions, evoke feelings, to heal and
soothe you. Aim for simplicity, subtlety
and elegance in your decor. Pick a
subject that keeps wall art alive.
Though a bold decor clashes with
artworks, some feel energised when
surrounded by bright colours while
others use soft hues as breathers
when placing objects in bold shades.
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Power of one wall
According to Feng Shui, every room
must have one strong “power wall” to
bring stability and strength. Choose
art judiciously for this wall to attract
happiness and wealth. Paintings in sync
with Feng Shui’s element and colour
theory will surround you with positive
energy.

see after waking up influences your
day. Therefore, choose this image
carefully. Viewing art in the early
hours heals the mind and body as
also when viewed at the end of the
day. Proper lighting can make wall
art dramatic and appealing. Special
effects in wall and floor lighting can
increase the glam quotient.

Healing Power of Art
Any art that appeals, touches and
attracts you has the power to heal. Avoid
negative imagery and emotions. Unique
and original paintings bring out a special
emotion from the viewer. Abstract art
heals and there are no limitations to the
way it can be interpreted and influence
your mood. Symbolic representations
and images are viewed differently by
each one of us. Landscapes are selected
according to one’s emotional connect to
a memory or an incident; still life, floral
art and geometric paintings connect
differently.

Research and scientific evidences
show that looking at happy art pieces is
relaxing and reduce stress and anxiety.
Disoriented and disfigured images
communicate wrong messages to the
brain and affect the thought process.
Keep modern art clean and simple
with minimum use of lines or shapes.
In sacred geometry art, a circle
represents a complete world indicating
connections and link to the universe.
Square art symbolises stability and
peace, and a triangle represents energy
forces moving in three directions. A
diamond shape represents both heaven
and earth energies. A rectangular art
represents growth.

Benefits of
Decorative Wall Art
Appreciating and absorbing art
does not require any specific way or
specified time. The first thing you

Paintings with fresh feel, vibrant
colours and images have universal
appeal. If concrete shapes and figures
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Viewing an artwork brings memories, emotions and
experiences to the front; they take us into a different world
where we wander in the unknown garden of bliss
attract you, opt for nature, landscapes,
floral and still life. Other themes can be
vintage, travel, figurative or portraits.
Colour therapy is linked to seven
chakras and helps in healing. Combining
yin and yang energy in paintings bring
good luck. Two forces in the universe,
according to a Chinese theory: yin is the
passive, negative force, and yang the
active, positive force.
In Feng Shui, five elements are
represented by shapes and using them
with right colours brings required
balance and positive energy. East is
represented by rectangle shape and
green colour; south by a triangle and
colour red, north by wavy shapes and
silver and dark blue colours while
the west is represented by circle and
metallic colours like silver and grey. The
centre of the house, dominated by earth
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element, is represented by a square
shape and cream and yellow colours.
Vertical-horizontal display of paintings
is another aspect. Some connect well
to rectangular paintings, others love
squares, and some get their paintings
framed vertically. The way art is
displayed affects visual appeal and the
power it has over you. Paintings hung
vertically bring growth, wide horizontal
frames gives vastness to your subject.
Scientific evidence proves surroundings
and environment have direct influence
on our life. Hence, display art in right
directions and in proper manner. A
painting hung near an entrance with
an image of a ship moving out suggests
wealth going away from home. A sharp
arrow coming out of the painting brings
overpowering negative energy.

Do not buy an art piece because it
is trendy or suggested by someone.
Displaying
art
and
paintings
aesthetically while following latest
decor trends help you make a “power
wall”. The true power of art is realised
when you can feel the silence of your
paintings or recognise sounds like
that of water flowing, birds chirping
and leaves rustling. Art soothes and
relaxes your soul and takes you to a
beautiful world of stillness, from where
on return you feel energised and fresh.
As wall art has a beautiful power of
healing, you can gain positive energy
by choosing the right wall art. Viewing
an artwork brings memories, emotions
and experiences to the front; they
take us into a different world where
we wander in the unknown garden of
bliss. Experience the power of art!

Customer care no. 011-46521334/+91-9911230101 | Email: butterflyayurveda@gmail.com

Kaleidoscope
photo frames

Living on

the edge
Ride rapids, swim with sharks and trek to distant
peaks. If you happen to be an adventurer at heart and
in spirit, it is time you take off on the ultimate escapade
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mountaineering
Savour the adventure
by hiking, climbing
or simply walking on
hills or mountains.
India offers some
thrilling adventure treks
such as Sahastra Tal
Trek in Uttarakhand,
Rhododendron Trek in
Sikkim and Khatling
Trekking in the
Garhwal Himalayas of
Uttarakhand
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Bungee jumping
A life-changing experience as you face your fears
in the daredevil activity. Experience the adrenaline
rush as you take that leap of faith in the Himalayan
region or the hills of central and southern India.
Rishikesh, Delhi, Bengaluru, Goa and Jagdalpur are
some of the places famous for bungee jumping.
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surfing
Indulge in the
rejuvenating sport at
pristine beaches and
crystal clear waterways
of Andaman, Diu and
Kerala, especially
Kovalam and Varkala
beaches, Manapad in
Tamil Nadu or Mulki in
Karnataka. Time to pick
up your surfboard.
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Kayaking
Negotiate the rapids
and waterfalls as
you travel on water
in Rishikesh, Kerala,
Ladakh, Karnataka
or the northeast.
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mountain biking
If you like it rough, this sport is for you. Take a
ride amid the nature as you make your way in the
rough terrains of Manali, Leh, Pindari, Munnar or
Coorg.
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scuba diving
Explore the abundant
beauty hidden in the
underwater world. The
green and blue waters
of Goa, Lakshadweep,
Andaman and Nicobar
Islands and Puducherry
offer great scuba diving
opportunities. Absolute
SCUBA specialises in
Dive Training, Scuba
Certification and Dive
Travel business.
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Adventure Awaits Out There
Super Cruises SuperStar Virgo introduces 7 Nights itinerary
to Naha and Miyakojima of Japan from Hong Kong.

SuperStar

Virgo

Ex Hong Kong | 7 Nights

62,000*

Per Person on Twin Sharing

Set sail from Hong Kong to the beautiful
Miyakojima, on an exotic seven-nights voyage.
Aboard SuperStar Virgo, this summer.
Enjoy the luxurious hospitality and savour
mouth-watering cuisine. And your family will
have a glorious time with all the on board
activities. So, book now and make this summer
vacation count, sevenfold!
Visa Requirement for Indian Nationals
No visa required for 7 Nights Cruise
Value additions for Admiral/ Balcony class
privileges for 7 Nights cruise
Priority embarkation and disembarkation
On Board Credit of RMB 1600 per cabin for 7 Nights

The On Board Credit can be used for all on board
services other than duty free alcohol and
cigarettes and use of gaming services

facebook/holidayingsince1977
twitter/redsuitcase1977

info@traveltours.in

pinterest.com/redsuitcase7

www.traveltours.in

Travel Tours Pvt Ltd. 1/1, Miller Arcade, Millers Road,Vasanth Nagar, Bengaluru 560 052 - Preferred Sales Agent of Star Cruises
India - Ahmedabad | Bengaluru | Chennai | Coimbatore | Goa | Hyderabad | Jaipur | Kochi | Kolkata | Mumbai | New Delhi | Pune | Vijayawada
Sri Lanka - Colombo

D©16032016

holidayingsince1977.wordpress.com

kaleidoscope
tarot

Monthly Forecast
aries

leo

sagittarius

Mar 21 - Apr 19

July 23 - Aug 22

Nov 22 - Dec 21

Your confidence enables you to make an impact
at work. Though you will spend some good
time with your partner, a few disagreements
cannot be ruled out. You might suffer from a
few health problems.
Lucky Number: 8
Lucky Colours: Red and Hot Pink

Unexpected good news will prove to be a boost to your
career. Love is in the air as you may come across
someone charming. You are likely to meet a person
whose company will bring happiness. You may face
minor health problems due to stress.
Lucky Number: 3
Lucky Colours: Gold Yellow and Orange

Your professional life will reach great heights if you
think out of the box. You will spend a lot of time with
your romantic partner. Wise choices will help improve
your health. Avoid overspending on expensive but
unnecessary things.
Lucky Number: 15
Lucky Colours: Lilac, Violet and Indigo

taurus

virgo

capricorn

Apr 20 - May 20

Aug 23 - Sep 22

Dec 22 - Jan 19

Your talent and skills earn you recognition and
appreciation at work. Your financial situation will get
better. Avoid unnecessary expenses. You will enjoy
a harmonious relationship with your partner. Take
special care of your skin.
Lucky Number: 4
Lucky Colours: Russet Brown and Shadow Black

Love will sail into your life. Those looking for a
romantic partner will find one soon. Painters,
musicians and scholars will get opportunities to
display their talent. Older people with jointproblems will feel better.
Lucky Number: 1
Lucky Colours: Peach Yellow and Jade Green

Build your confidence and decision-making skills to
tighten your budget by avoiding unnecessary expenses.
You will meet someone who intrigues you and is
compatible with you. An improved routine will show
good results for your health.
Lucky Number: 7
Lucky Colours: Dark Brown and Violet

gemini

libra

aquarius

May 21 - June 20

Sep 23 - Oct 22

Jan 20 - Feb 18

You will succeed if you look out for opportunities. Try
not to make financial decisions independently as you
may incur losses. A long-standing dispute might get
resolved. If you suffer from high cholesterol, take
care of your diet.
Lucky Number: 2
Lucky Colours: Rose Pink and Amethyst Violet

Your professional life may reach new heights. Frequent
arguments are likely to make this month stressful
on the romantic front. Opportunities to make
financial gains will develop through interactions
with eminent people.
Lucky Number: 5
Lucky Colours: Turquoise and Soft Green

cancer

scorpio

June 21 - July 22
Continue putting in efforts at work for great results
towards the end of the month. Those wishing to
change their job must keep patience. Romantic life
will bring unexpected joy for most of you.
Lucky Number: 9
Lucky Colours: White, Silver and Grey

Oct 23 - Nov 21
Your loved ones will need your attention and support. New
strategies will ensure a stable financial condition. Set
your priorities right to achieve a balance and take your
career in the right direction. Health will remain fine.
Lucky Number: 6
Lucky Colours: White and Emerald Green

Your career is likely to move forward in a positive
direction. This month will prove financially
significant for businessmen. Hypertension patients
are advised to not neglect health and follow dietary
restrictions.
Lucky Number: 11
Lucky Colours: Purple, Violet and Amethyst

pisces

Feb 19 - Mar 20

Your efforts at work will be rewarded. Romantic
life brings unexpected joy. Financial condition will
improve dramatically. Ailments that have been
bothering you since long will come to an end.
Lucky Number: 12
Lucky Colours: Ultramarine Blue and Green

Jai Madaan tarot card reader
The specific arrangement of planets and stars at the time of your birth makes you unique. Uncover the real you and find out your destiny, through the predictions by tarot
card reader Jai Madaan. “Astrology can help guide you through your troubled emotions and clouded thoughts, by offering a reflection of your past, present and possible
future and showing you a fresh perspective on your life”, she says. See what she has to share about your sign and your cosmic map, as the Almighty has constructed.
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Promotion

MIRACLES OF

NUMEROLOGY
SANDHIYA MEHHTA
Numerologist and
Vastu Consultant

Sandhiya Mehta is a Ace Numerologist, vast expert and now a worldwide brand
who represents success and growth, for herself and for people she counsels. She
has expanded the numerological field with her research and knowledge, and with
advanced experiences has helped her to help every human soul in return, to guide
them to their enchanting dreams, gain power over their fortunes and to come
alive.
au of bright lights and her charismatic personality, she has achieved of
With an aura
what many dream. She is in the field for more than thirty years, and in this
journey has helped and exchanged energies and ideas, guided people to lead
better lives, has received dozens of honours and recognitions, like ‘The Nari Ratna
award, Indira Gandhi Priyadarshani Award, Rastriya Ratan award, Mahila
Shiromani award, 4p Brand recognitions, ‘The Global Indian Leaders excellence
award and many more such appreciations.
————Numerology is the most accurate predictive science, and has evolved from the
ages of people counting stars as numerical references to today where we add up
all the calculations and we have an outcome that guides you to the events in your
life, and stay prepared for them.“To a person who seeks success, my system will
bring success, happiness and prosperity. And to those who are already
successful it will bring sustainability, positive reinforcements, further success
and introduce to a new and higher perspective and lifestyle.”
The Journey to my methods
“I am someone who has evolved, and with every step of my life have just tried to
be better in what I love, I don't just predict your future, I communicate, consult
and help you empower your energies.”
Every person is having an energy, a combination and each combination is
different, hence they have only certain types of energy and lack other ones. This is
what makes us human, that we can’t be perfect but we have to strive to be. My
exclusive research and study of missing numbers in your birth graph helps me to
determine what are the strong energies that I can see in you and uplift the
missing energies to suit to your dreams and ambitions. With my years or research
and extremely positive results, I help these missing energies in your graph. Its like
improveme
providing nutrition to a body, by way of simple remedies and self improvement
tools that I have developed by myself.
The curious case of 4 & 8
“In my research, nearly 70% people are connected to these numbers, and this loop
then influences your further generations too.’
One usually guards themselves because we have all heard a lot about
disappointments and delays, sorrows and hardships of 4 & 8 and with 7 they form
a trio of these energies. But I see them powerful steroids, to be handled carefully.
Then I will channelize it to positive planning and maximise your fortune’s profits.
Feel blessed if you belong to them, we will empower your life and, learn through 4
& 8 and reap more fruits of your hard work than you would have previously did.
Handle your energies well, because only in the right hands they will empower
with 4 & 8.

Spotlight: Love, relations and universal energies
Love between you and family or friends, is a bond beyond any calculations.
But that does not mean, a relationship isn't stressed by ongoing. There are
times we connect very well with our family, and then for certain issues there
comes a stressful period. Knowing and understanding on your numbers
connect with your loved ones, will help you understand why you are facing
what you are facing in that relationship. I have saved marriages by making
partners understand each other and their numbers, saved families from
getting split, helped children to love their parents
pare in an older age.

Is life simpler without 4 & 8: The other side of the story
Individually every number has its massive merits but if it doesn’t get the support
of your fadic/destiny number it cannot do much for you. 1, 9, 5 & 3 are very
powerful numbers and should get magnanimous success as per individual
calculations, but if you are still struggling and have faced certain problems you
should try and understand your state of energies and detangle the web, to create
a free path for your future.
“A bright star has its own energy, but lighting a lamp in the dark is much more
meaningful.” We all are a mix of many numbers, their combinations play us
differently and affects us differently. We have to empower these combinations in
our fortune, to achieve what is extraordinary, which makes us exemplary
individuals, that help themselves and in addition help their families, society, help
someone in need who looks unto you.
My advice
“Knowledge empowers you, and there is nothing more powerful than to
understand yourself, your potentials, what holds you back, what drives you
forward.” I provide you this knowledge about yourself, though numerology.
Knowledge about finances, career, turnaround years, lucky dates, months, years,
things that help you have a strong backup plan for everything in life. “No mantra,
fasting, name changes singularly guarantees you anything. Ultimately its you who
has to foresee the future, and I help you to do so.” Follow a simplistic solution
Meh
that I call Sandhiya Mehhta’s
remedy system, and we will work on your energies
and align them in the right direction
The Success road ahead
There is a Buddhist saying, “You yourself must strive; the Buddha’s just point the
way.” f you believe in yourself and the universe let me just show you a direction,
you yourself will lead on the right path and achieve the results within no desired
time. I have received tremendous positive feedbacks to have faith in the universe
myself.
“I am not god; I just understand my field of work and use it to help people, guide
them and provide them with some efficient ways to be happy, peaceful,
ever-glorious and a good part of our society & I continue to achieve results with
all my clients."- Sandhiya Mehhta.

Get a complimentary tool to empower your
finances -‘Money Multier’*, developed by
Sandhiya Mehhta with every consultation.*

For any further personalised details about yourself or your family, children,
guidelines to positive living, numerological analysis of yourself and SANDHIYA
MEHHTA’S REMEDY tools, write in or call up on the following:
Sandhiya Mehhta / Yellow soul
+91 – 9819921673, +91 9769071673
HO: Mumbai: 022-26371670, 71
Delhi: +91-9654483695
Email: contact.yellowsoul@gmail.com
Website: www.yellowsoul.in

Follow us for daily predictions:

RISE AND SHINE.

@SandhiyaMehta

Sandhiya.Mehhta
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India’s quest for

Smart Cities
What is a Smart City? Can any of our 8,000-plus Indian cities be at par with
Barcelona, Melbourne or Vancouver? How long does it take to build a Smart
City? What would my city look like and offer when it turns ‘smart’?
Words: Pratap Padode
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hese and many more questions
come to mind while writing
this article. while working
on the concept of Smart
Cities. Imagine a city which
provides basic amenities like water,
electricity and housing, offers secure
and comfortable living with ample job
and business opportunities, where the
administration constantly finds ways
to bring down the cost of living while
ensuring a safe and secure future for its
citizens. Such a city will witness a huge
influx of migrants, adding pressure to
the city’s existing infrastructure. To
strike a balance, the city authorities
will turn to information technology
in order to determine the most
impacted areas that require support
for traffic decongestion, parking
availability, security and safety of its
people and well-maintained medical
facilities.
An example is the surveillance
technology that was put to use in Surat
in western Gujarat for the police force
to effectively monitor the city. The
police department started the Safe City
Project, an initiative aimed at reducing
crime rate, in collaboration with Smart
Cities Council partner, Microsoft. It
brought down the crime rate in Surat by
27%. Advanced surveillance technology
with analytical features kept a vigil on
the entire city from a remote command
and control centre. An e-application
system allowed people to view the
status of their complaints while the

police department responded to the
citizens more efficiently.
Similarly, in the southern state of
Kerala, the water woes were fixed
using analytical tools. The Kerala
Water Authority (KWA), facing a loss
of around 45% of water supply, lack of
proper water management and revenue
collection in Thiruvananthapuram city,
formed a Water Management Centre
using IBM Intelligent Operations
Software. Containing Geo Information
System (GIS), it brings the water
distribution and consumption data from
meters across the city to a central
dashboard. KWA is now able to respond
immediately on to irregularities in water
supply and conduct repairs required in
a short span of time.
For the first time since India’s
independence 68 years ago, urban
planning has been given prime
importance by the government. A timebound plan has been laid out with a clear
roadmap and milestones to be achieved.
In January this year, the government
announced names of 20 urban areas to
be developed into Smart Cities. While
a total of 40 cities will make it to the
list in 2016, another 40 will be selected
next year. Nearly US $16 billion will be
spent on the 100 Smart Cities over the
next five years.
The drive comes at a time when India’s
basic infrastructure is bursting at the
seams. Our cities have reached a point
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where crumbling and ill-planned
urban infrastructure is hampering
the growth and the development
boom. Deficiencies in the existing city
services need to be hastily provided
for. Benchmarks need to be set for
providing regular power and water
supply and proper sanitation.
Technology has already pervaded
our daily lives, with app-based taxi
services that have changed the
dynamics of travelling, e-governance
facilitating issue of certificates by
the government or the reduction in
crime through CCTV monitoring or
healthcare support by telemedicine
centres.
Greenfield* cities would take 15 years
and loads of cash to build, like the

In January this
year, the government
announced names of
20 urban areas to be
developed into Smart
Cities. While a total
of 40 cities will make
to the list in 2016,
another 40 will be
selected next year
one City and Industrial Development
Corporation of Maharashtra (CIDCO) is
envisaging around the NAINA region in
Navi Mumbai South, which is planned
at estimated cost of `37,000 crore,
or Dholera town in Gujarat. However,
Brownfield** cities need to improve

their infrastructure and add nonintrusive applications to make certain
areas in the city smart, which is what
most of the 100 cities plan to achieve.
This is just the beginning and we need
improvement in governance, revising
outdated rules and laws, increased
accountability among government
servants, enhanced public transport
capacities and more.
“Smart Cities” is a journey and not a
destination. It requires participation
of smart citizens to make it successful.
And it is the citizens who must sport
the “Smart City” label on their sleeves
with pride.
The writer is the Founder & Director of
Smart Cities Council India
www.India.SmartCitiesCouncil.com

*The term Greenfield refers to a project that can be started without the need to consider any prior work.
**Brownfield is a term used in urban planning to describe land previously used for industrial purposes or some commercial uses.
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Attention
Shutterbugs!
Coming Soon,
The Barnawapara
Wildlife and Bird
Photography
Competition

With over a 150 species of indigenous birds and many
more that migrate here, the Barnawapara Wildlife
Sanctuary is truly a birdwatcher’s dream-come-true.
Remember to pack your cameras and binoculars!

Hareli Eco Resort
Mohda, Barnawapara

Approx. distance from: Raipur - 100 km.

(Balodabazar)

Tariff: AC Room - `2500.

Nearest attractions: Sirpur,

Extra Person - `300.

Turturiya, Narayanpur (Kasdol). Conference Hall - `5000.

Business
report

Reshaping customer
service with

digitisation

Organisations that embrace digital means to enhance customer
experience are set up to have happier customers
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The switching
economy: Growth in
the last five years

26%

6.2
4.9

Global

Key markets*

4.0

25%

3.2

Mature

Key markets*

B

rands, today, are being
benchmarked not only against
their industry peers, but
also against the customer
experiences that organisations
in other industries offer. For example, a
simple and seamless check-in experience
provided by a hotel could influence
customers’ expectations for convenient
check-in experiences in a hospital.
Customers, more aware than ever in this
era of digitisation, are evaluating service
providers against the standards set by
the best-of-breed — across the entirety
of their experiences, not restricted by
sectors. As a result, they are continuously
raising the bar for acceptable customer
service and dissatisfied customers are
just a click away from looking elsewhere.
No surprise then that customers switching

companies, especially due to poor
customer service, remains a growing
concern. This is true especially in India,
where an Accenture survey indicates that
88% respondents switched companies in,
at least, one industry due to poor service
— a number significantly higher than the
global average of 64%.
Switching customers represent a huge
potential loss of revenue for companies
that fail to retain them, and a huge
opportunity for those that can attract
them. Accenture estimates the switching
economy in India is, at present, worth
US$331 billion (Figure 1). Companies
that fail to improve their flat-to-falling
customer experience indicators, such
as customer satisfaction, brand loyalty
and advocacy, will suffer a significant
potential loss of revenue. The survey in

29%

2.2
1.7

Emerging
Key markets*

2014

2010

*Countries included: Australia, Belgium,
Brazil, Canada, France, Germany, Ireland,
Italy, Japan, Singapore, Spain, UK, USA,
China, India, Mexico and South Africa
(total potential estimate, in trillion
US$, constant values)
The switching economy in India is
currently estimated at US$331 billion.
Source: Accenture analysis, based on
consumer spending and market sizing forecast
data (Euromonitor International, August 2014
other sources) for countries and industries in
scope. Year-on-year comparison is based on
constant values and fixed exchange rate
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Key reasons for switching due to poor customer service in India
Which of the following best describe the reason(s) for switching service providers?

59%

53%

42%

38%

Overall poor
quality of the
customer
experience

I lost trust in the
company

Customer service
representatives’
lack of knowledge

Company
policies
that create
bureaucracy

46%

44%

29%

14%

Customer service
technologies that
delay or stop
service

Their mobility
service and support
solutions do not
meet my needs

India indicates that 86% customers
who switched said the companies
they were registered with could have
done something to prevent them from
switching. And 56% customers are
willing to give their service providers
another chance, if the companies make
it worth their while.

three information sources on brands
prior to a purchase. And the influence
of digital does not stop here. Postpurchase, based on their experience,
customers can be the biggest advocates
or dissuaders of brands — using digital
to spread their opinion virally and often
uncontrollably.

But how can Indian companies provide
better services to reduce switching and
win new customers? Digital is a fastgrowing enabler for service providers
to enhance customer experience.
Accenture believes that organisations
need to embrace digital fully to provide
relevant, connected and personalised
customer services.

One of the most compelling findings of
the survey is that customers are more
loyal to experiences than to companies,
products and brands. This distinct lack
of customer loyalty to companies is
borne out by customer action: seven
in 10 customers said they are more
likely today to switch from one service
provider to another than 10 years ago.

How is digital reshaping
customer behaviour?
Earlier, customers would walk into a
store and seek the help of a salesperson
to make their purchase decision.
Today, according to the survey in India,
corporate websites, word-of-mouth
and social media sites form the top

The survey has further revealed that
digital disruption is steadily eroding
customer loyalty. Only 27% respondents
feel loyal toward their providers or
are willing to buy more products and
services from them, while nearly
one-quarter of them are evaluating/
considering other providers more often.

Lack of
personalized/
customized
solutions

I did not like the
way they were
utilizing personal
data about me

42%

Products/
service options
were too limited

Base = 485 (consumers
who switched at least one
industry)
+/- Where shift between
2013 and 2014 is > 5%

Why is switching gaining
momentum now?
Traditionally, the customer’s purchase
journey was linear and unidirectional
— beginning with brand awareness and
ending with purchase and loyalty. Now,
explosion of digital touch points has
fundamentally transformed this journey.
It has made the journey more dynamic,
accessible and continuous — as the
digital touch points to which customers
are exposed to, are always on, and
customers can constantly re-evaluate
their purchase options. It has given rise
to *nonstop customers.
Needless to say that if switching
is left unchecked, it could spell
disaster for companies. The survey
indicates that 85% respondents
talk about their negative service
experience with others. And, after
a negative experience, as many as
68% customers reduce the level of
business dealing with their service
providers while 59% stop doing
business.

* A “nonstop” customer is one who is constantly in touch, who continuously evaluates a vendor’s promises vs.
delivery and compares the vendor with the way his experience measures up to expectations.
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Key negative
customer service
experiences in India
Digital is playing a key
role in enhancing customer
experience
Based on survey insights, we highlight
enablers of customer experience that
define the roadmap that organisations
will have to undertake in the quest to
service the nonstop customer.
Being easily accessible
An increased use of technology in
customer service — such as social media
channels for customer service request
initiation; or self-service options on
websites or via mobile devices; or live
chat via the Internet — has improved
the level of service significantly in India
(Figure 4). More than 70% customers
accessing services through digital
channels use their mobile device to
do so half of the time. The survey also
indicates the influence of social media
on customers’ expectations as well as on
customers’ expectations and decisions is
significant. Seventy-one per cent Indian
customers read online reviews of other
customers, and 47% say they are more
likely to do business with companies
they can interact with on social media.
Nearly 80% Indian customers agree that
increased use of technology has improved
the level of service.
Being seamlessly connected
The rise of digital technologies has given
customers abundant options and touch
points for interacting with companies.
As customers continuously move through
different channels, attracting and retaining
requires a strong integration across
multiple channels — traditional as well
as digital. The survey shows more than a
quarter of customers strongly agree that
their providers are effectively converging
traditional and digital interactions
to service them better. However, the
problem arises in providing a consistent,

69%

Contact customer
service multiple times
for the same reason

68%

Put on-hold for
along time

67%

Wait for a response
after requesting
customer service

67%

Unfriendly or impolite
customer service agents

66%

Deliver something different
than what was promised
upfront

65%

Technology issues

65%

Repeat same information
to multiple customer
service agents

63%

Sold other products or
services

61%
Customer service agents who
cannot answer the customer’s
questions

Base = 553 (total individual respondents)

seamless experience across these
channels. Customers want a connected
experience, where information flows
seamlessly and is available in real-time
across channels. Inadequate knowledge
with customer service representatives
emerged as the second-highest reason
for switching service providers, with 65%
customers finding it frustrating to repeat
information to multiple service agents.
Being closely personal
Personalisation emerged as the core
driver of customer satisfaction. However,
more than half of the respondents said
that companies do not use the information
provided by them across multiple channels
to make offers relevant or interactions
meaningful. Forty-four per cent customers
cited lack of customised solutions as the
reason for switching companies, while 88%
talked about their negative experiences. In
fact, following a negative experience, 72%
customers mentioned engaging with new
companies they had not considered earlier.
As a result, companies that use personal
data to offer truly tailored services while
safeguarding privacy will create instant
differentiation in the customer’s mind.
Personalisation is also about realising that
companies have to move beyond a onesize-fits-all customer agenda.
Building a winning digital
strategy
Accenture believes a roadmap or a
business case alone is insufficient to
address digital disruption. A strategy
that captures the new realities of the
digital world is essential to succeed.
Companies need to base their strategy
blueprint on the three digital enablers —
being easily accessible, being seamlessly
connected and being closely personal —
that will help deliver improved services
to customers, and thus create a “wow”
experience.
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